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Peggy Albers's new edited
volume, Global Conversations

Tanya Christ, Ph.D.

in Literacy Research: Digital
and Critical Literacies (2018),
stems from her broader Global
Conversations in Literacy Research (GCLR) initiative (https:/ / globalconversationsinliteracy. wordpress.
com). GLCR provides a platform for some of the most
renowned scholars in critical and digital literacies to
share their work. In her introductory chapter, Albers
(2018) explains the importance of focusing on critical
and digital literacies:
Teachers must prepare students not only to read
and write, but to develop literacy practices that
engage them in critically examining their world
and its assumptions about learning, interrogating
the relationship between language and power, and
engaging in social action to promote social justice.
(p. xvi)
Further, she argues that digital affordances "foster
critical literacy'' and "contribute to critical engagement"
that result in "critique of the status quo and institutional transformation" (Albers, 2018, p. xvii). Across
the book, authors explore various aspects of research
related to the need for supporting children in becoming "text navigators, makers, and analysts across many
modes ... using different technologies" (Janks, 2018, p.
xii).
Multiple models are offered across the book to guide
integrating critical and digital literacies in instruction.
While their organization differs, they often share
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similar components. Depending on your needs and
perspectives, one of these will likely provide a framework for your teaching or research. Some of the models
that I fou~d most helpful include:
•
Luke's (2018) Four Resources Model organizes
curriculum using four interconnected, recursive aspects of instruction that need to be
addressed-coding, comprehension, pragmatics, and the critical-to prepare children for
"reading the world" (Freire 1972; Macedo,
1987, as cited by Luke, 2018, p. 7). He argues
for the use of "ideational content" that explores
real issues relevant to students' lives.
•
Harste and Vasquez (2018) suggest three curriculum blocks-meaning making, language
and semiotics, and inquiry-"all done from
a critical perspective" (p. 15). They also focus
on the importance of content being relevant
to students, by arg~ing that "no one really
becomes literate without seeing themselves in
literacy" (p. 17).
• Janks (2018) presents five steps for a critical
literacy curriculum in classrooms-making
connections between the real world and
students' lives, identifying "what students
need to know and where they might find the
information," examining what is problematic
in resources and practices, exploring the social
effects of the issue, and considering how to
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create social change (p. 32). She suggests that
we teach students to "read texts critically to see
how they have been constructed, whose interests are served, and how they work to produce
our identities" (p. 38).

•

Throughout the text, examples of teaching methods are
presented that can inspire K-12 and university teachers
alike. The following are some of my favorite ideas (and
on my list to try):
• Say Something (Harste & Vasquez, 2018) is a
method in which students take turns sharing
what they notice about a multimodal text
source, including why particular texts/images/
animations were included, who would be
interested in each text/image/animation, what
the creator wants you to believe and how they
cry to make you believe these things, what difference the medium (text/image/video) might
make, and how the messages might be viewed
differently across viewers and contexts.
• Diigo Sticky Notes is a collaborative annotation
tool (https://www.diigo.com) that students can
use to post their interpretations, perspectives,
questions, etcetera on digital text, and then
respond to one another through dynamic and
critical conversations (Beach, 2018).
•
Voice Thread is a tool (https:/ /voicethread.com)
that allows for audio or written annotations
and conversations about an online image, so

that students can explore, discuss, and critique
multiple perspectives (Beach, 2018).
Ning allows students to engage in conversations w~th avatars, allowing for the uptake of
various identities, and critical conversations
that explore multiple perspectives through
these identities (Beach, 2018).

This book speaks to readers on multiple levels-it
provides theory, examples of practice, and research
questions yet unaddressed. You might also want to view
the video presentations corresponding to each chapter
in the book on the GCLR's YouTube Channel (http://
bit.ly/2ElPgbH).
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